Abstract—The framework proposed and implemented in this paper includes a web-based app builder which allows non-programmers to build personalized mobile applications and mechanisms to allow these applications to be shared easily, hence socialisable. Another key feature of the framework allows the created applications to be tagged with an expiry date and then removed from the mobile device once that date is reached, hence expirable. There are many similar mobile applications builder [1] but none offered both the socialisable and expirable features. Key to the framework that facilitate the support of these features are the Datasource (DS) concept, the Application Engine (AE) that provides the run time environment in the mobile device and a server with cloud database connectivity (SC) that housed sharable data relevant to the applications running in the mobile device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Applications are the key driving force behind the proliferation and pervasiveness of mobile smartphones. With more than 1 million applications on both the Google Play [2] Store and Apple App Store [3], [4], and the ever increasing trend of downloads [5], [6], smartphones can be flooded with applications. This is compounded by the effect in social media where information about good applications spreads speedily, further congesting a smartphone’s limited memory. The socialisable and expirable framework proposed and explained by this paper not only allows non-programmers to build their own personalised mobile applications easily, it also simplifies the sharing of applications and allows these applications to be expired automatically when users do not need them anymore.

With funding from the Ministry of Education (MOE), Singapore, the authors have started this project in April 2013 to design and implement a sustainable solution for non-programmers to create personalized mobile apps based on their own unique requirements and be able to share them easily [7], [8].

II. OVERALL OPERATIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the framework where the user using the web-based app builder to build a mobile application changes the status of his project to “publish” once he has completed building the application. The web-based app builder uses a drag-and-drop paradigm via HTML5 components and is accessible from any web browser. Both non-published (i.e. still being built) applications and published applications are stored at the SC under the user’s account. The SC provides connectivity to a cloud database to store data relevant to the applications being built.

III. KEY FRAMEWORK MECHANISMS

The key mechanisms of the framework consists of:
• The DS Concept
• The SC: housing the applications and their data
• The AE: downloadable and installed in the mobile device

A. The DS Concept

While the web-based app builder provides the user interface to build an application, the DS provides the mechanism within the application to enable data being used and shared. Each user interface (UI) component within a particular screen of an application is called a widget; for example, a textfield for the user to key in some text, or a button for the user to tap on to activate an event. While the use of the term datasource is not new [9], [10], a datasource (DS) is defined here as a handler to where the data for a widget is stored. Every widget on the screen can be assigned
a DS. The DS in turn will point to either a local storage memory location or a cloud memory location as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Assigning a DS to a widget.

Local storage refers to the fact that the data for a widget is being stored in the memory of the smartphone. Data stored in local storage are used privately within an application or it can be shared among applications built by the same user.

Cloud storage refers to the data being stored in the cloud database. Data stored in the cloud database is not only used by the application running in the user’s smartphone, it also provides the mechanism for the same data being shared with other users whom the owner (the user who builds the application) has shared his application with.

B. The Server with Cloud Database Connectivity (SC) and Application Expiry

The SC provides a user a repository to store the applications and related data he is developing as well as to manage his sharing options. An important feature in the web-based app builder is to allow the owner to set an expiry date to the application he is developing. This, along with the application logic and data, is saved at the SC as a JSON object.

Before the SC downloads the applications to the AE running in the smartphone, it checks the expiry date of each of the published applications and only downloads those which are not expired. This expiry feature allows users to seamlessly remove applications from their smartphones without the need to do any uninstallation. Although the expired applications no longer appear in the list of published applications in the AE, they still exist at the SC. The user is able to re-publish the expired applications any time when he needs the application again.

C. The AE (Application Engine)

This customised mobile application that is to be installed in the smartphone provides the run-time environment for the application built using the web-based app builder. Upon the user tapping on one of the published applications in the list downloaded from the SC, the AE confirms that the application is not expired and retrieves the DOM-like objects [11] from the SC and create the application dynamically using the Titanium Software Development Kit (SDK) [12] as the implementation platform.

Equally important, it is the ability of the AE to match which widget within a screen of an application to which datasource the widget is tied to. This in turn will allow the AE to know the kind of storage the datasource is tied to; i.e. whether it is local storage or cloud storage. In this way, the application run-time environment knows which widget data is sharable and which is not.

While the proposed framework works on Android, the cross-platform capability of Titanium makes it easier to support other smartphone solutions (e.g. IOS and Windows).

IV. SOCIALISABLE FEATURE

Although sharing application objects is not new [13], [14] does not include the mobile application domain. The framework in this paper acknowledges that often, users require a mobile application to support their personal ad-hoc tasks, or to support collaborative tasks like project work and events; hence the need of an app builder to develop personalised apps. Within this framework, users are able to share the app they create with other users. Data within the shared application is updated dynamically as the application executes among the group of users. Other use cases are further elaborated in Section 5. The app builder, SC and AE collaborate to realise this socialisable feature as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Realisation of Socialisable feature.

A. How the App Builder Supports Sharing

There are 2 categories of sharing: private sharing and public sharing. For private sharing, a key feature of the web-based app builder allows the owner to indicate via email addresses or login id’s the people he wants to share the application with. Both a push notification and an email will be sent to the intended recipient. The push notification is sent
to the AE executing in the recipient smartphone so that he can either accept or reject. In the event of the AE not being downloaded to the intended recipient’s smartphone yet, the actual email provides the instructions.

For public sharing, a QR code with an URL pointing to the application will be generated by the app builder. Through the app builder, the owner can share this QR via Facebook or use it the way he deems fit. See Use Cases in Section 5.

B. How the SC Supports Sharing

The SC keeps track of the invites that are sent out, the acceptances and rejections in various database tables. Users who have accepted invites will have the applications downloaded by to them by the SC once the AE is launched on their smartphones.

An equally important role the SC plays is in communicating data to all users using the shared application via the DS concept. An update by one user on a particular widget in a shared application will see the data related to that widget being updated at the SC cloud storage and subsequently refreshed for all users using the shared application.

C. How the AE Supports Sharing

In private sharing, the AE serves as the destination of a push notification issued by the owner who wants to share an application. Through the AE, the user is able to either accept or reject the invite. Upon accepting, the application will appear in the list of applications within the AE that he can launch.

V. USE CASES

Although Sharable applications are ideal for collaborative and monitoring scenarios. An example will be a group project work where there is a project leader and members. Work to be done and progress can be assigned and updated dynamically via a shared application and progress can be monitored by the project leader through the use of shared DS’s. On a less serious note, scenarios may include a family picnic, a class reunion party, or a garage sale. Such applications can include chat features and can be set to expire once the event is over.

Personalized applications for ad-hoc tasks like to-do-lists, one-off events which include sharing images and locations are also readily implementable within this framework.

Dissemination of information to masses is implementable via public sharing using a generated QR code. Examples include enabling smartphone applications to be built with minimal programming effort and facilitates collaboration and monitoring through the use of shared DS’s.

The following URL provides the web-based application builder for this framework: http://dmit.bulletplus.com/moedappsweb2.
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